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Abstract

In recent years, the prevalence rate of cardiovascular disease has increased year by year. According to the data issued by Ministry of Health of the People’s Republic of China, there were 20 million patients with coronary artery disease in China 2008, and the number rises at the annual growth of more than 1 million. The growth spurt of the patients suffering from heart disease has stimulated the fast growing demand for interventional cardiology operations and coronary stents.

In China, the number of PCI operation cases rose from 25,000 in 2002 to 242,000 in 2009; the coronary stent implantation amount increased from 40,000 sets in 2002 to 387,000 in 2009. In 2009, Chinese market size of interventional cardiovascular device (by terminal sales revenue of hospitals) reached RMB8.16 billion, up 30% from a year earlier.
Interventional cardiovascular device includes coronary stent and surgical support equipment. In 2009, Chinese coronary stent market valued RMB5.71 billion; and the market size of surgical support equipment (including balloon catheter, catheter, and guide wire) hit RMB2.46 billion. The ratio of the two markets was about 7:3.

Before 2004, foreign companies dominated Chinese coronary stent market. Because of incessantly exploring core technologies and accumulating experience, Chinese enterprises enjoy the rising market shares yearly and even more than foreign counterparts by virtue of advantages in price and channel. By the amount of implantation, domestic enterprises swept about 77.7% market shares in 2009, while foreign peers took approximately 22.3%; by the terminal sales revenue of hospitals, domestic enterprises held around 66.8% market shares in 2009, while foreign ones occupied 33.2% or so.
In 2009, MicroPort Scientific, Lepu Medical and JW Medical ranked the top three in terms of the market share of coronary stent; by the terminal sales revenue of hospitals, MicroPort Scientific, Lepu Medical and JW Medical took the market share of 25.1%, 20.5% and 18.5% respectively. Remarkably, MicroPort and Lepu are with the diversified product lines of interventional cardiovascular device, and both of them focus on coronary stent and also pay attention to angiography catheter, guidewire, sheath introducer kit, etc, with the objective of ultimately covering the entire field of interventional cardiovascular devices. In addition, MicroPort and Lepu are making more efforts in the R&D of interventional cardiovascular devices. MicroPort is now developing the third-generation drug-eluting stent “Firehawk”, while Lepu is developing a new generation of magnesium alloy biodegradable stents.

However, in surgical supporting device market consisting of balloon catheter, catheter and guidewire, due to technical limitations, only less than 20% of products are made in China. The market is dominated by Cordis, J & J, Medtronic, Boston and other foreign brands. Yet, Chinese enterprises may simulate the development modes of those foreign companies. MicroPort, Lepu, Fisuntech, TemMed and other companies are enhancing R&D and production of surgical supporting instruments. In the future, the competition in the market of interventional cardiovascular supporting devices will intensify.

The report is based on social, economic and policy environments, the overall operation, market competition and development trends of Chinese interventional cardiovascular device industry. It not only studies such market segments as coronary stents, balloon catheters, catheters, guidewires, assistive devices and others in China, but also analyzes the operation and development of 12 major interventional cardiovascular device manufacturers including J & J Cordis, Medtronic, Boston Scientific, Abbott Guidant, B. Braun, MicroPort, Lepu, JW, Yinyi, OrbusNeich, Fisuntech, SCW Medical.
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